Genie XS.
Cleaning ON DEMAND!

Try the cleaning ON DEMAND experience:
cleaning whenever and wherever you want
ALWAYS CHARGED AND READY TO USE
Thanks to the lithium ion battery
It is ideal to perform many, short and targeted cleaning
operations during the same day
ALWAYS AT YOUR SIDE
Small and lightweight, you can take it wherever you
need it.
CLEANS EVERYWHERE
Thanks to its compact dimensions
there is no space too small to be cleaned

SAFETY

SAFER CLEANING
WITH Genie XS

Scrubs and dries in a single pass.
The floor is dry and safe to walk on in just a few seconds,
preventing the risk of dangerous slips.
Ideal for fast food restaurants, restaurants in general, self service
diners or bars, even for cleaning during business hours.

LITHIUM ION TECHNOLOGY BATTERY

You can quickly recharge it to use it during the same day
as often as you wish
ALWAYS READY TO USE

No self-discharge, Genie XS is always ready when you need it.
No memory effect, you can recharge the battery whenever you want

FAST CHARGE

You can use Genie XS several times in a single day

MAXIMUM POWER

Constant power throughout the entire cleaning operation

LOW RUNNING
AND MAINTENANCE COSTS
High discharge/charge cycle lifespan

HANDY BATTERY CHARGER

Lets you recharge anywhere, without wasting time

PARABOLIC SQUEEGEE
Perfect scrubbing and drying, in any direction
The innovative rotary head is equipped with a parabolic squeegee
which continuously follows the direction of the machine, for perfect scrubbing
and drying results in any direction and even in the most inaccessible corners.
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FORWARD AND BACKWARD
CLEANING

The brush is offset laterally relative to the machine housing, for perfect
cleaning along walls and making sure that the entire floor surface in a
room is hygienically washed.

Genie XS is perfect for restaurant businesses, cleaning
effectively and effortlessly under tables and chairs
because it washes and dries also when moving backwards.

It increases fl

Genie XS is quick to disassemble,
so even an inexperienced operator
can clean it in very little time

RECOVERY TANK

The squeegee rubber blade ensures
outstanding drying performance even when
cleaning oily liquids, which may commonly
be found on the floors of a professional
kitchen or restaurant

The tanks are detached effortlessly and with
no tools.
Refilling with clean water and cleaning the
dirty water tank take almost no time at all,
as does cleaning the solution filter, the squeegee hose and the vacuum manifold.
Simplified maintenance at the end of the
shift ensures that maintenance is performed
regularly, as it only takes a few minutes.
Correct daily maintenance prevents the
formation of mould and unpleasant odours
inside the scrubbing machine

DETERGENT SOLUTION
TANK

The frame and brush head are
made of aluminium with an
anti-corrosion treatment

floor hygiene

Designed to adapt to the operator for
extraordinary comfort and safety

The steering wheel is covered in soft-touch,
anti-slip material for a sure, comfortable grip.

The controls on the steering wheel are simple and intuitive, and are easy to use for an
inexperienced operator, ensuring total control over the machine and the cleaning process.
Cleaning settings are already pre-configured when using the automatic scrubbing function.
Simply press the AUTO button to start.

ECOMODE SYSTEM

Ideal for maintenance cleaning,
as it ensures perfect hygiene with no wastage!

Saves water
Reduces the use of the chemical product
Reduces energy consumption
Reduces noise levels
The steering wheel height and tilt are adjustable to suit
the stature of the operator and reduce back fatigue.

A single button for optimising detergent solution usage
and energy consumption, increasing working autonomy and reducing
noise levels, for cleaning at any time of day without disturbing the
people around.

Sturdy and lightweight
With materials such as aluminium for the base and chassis,
the Genie XS is both sturdy and lightweight, putting less
strain on the operator during use and transport, even when
carrying up and down stairs in buildings with no lifts.
Once folded, the machine can be carried easily with the
handle on the control bar.
Otherwise, a pair of large wheels let you pull the machine
along like a trolley.

When not in use, the
machine’s compact
dimensions mean that it can
be stored anywhere, even in
the smallest closet
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TECHNICAL DATA		
Genie XS
Suction vacuum
mbar
21,6
Forward speed
km/h
3,2
Supply
V
36
Gradeability
%
2
Battery		Li-Ion
Battery power
V/Ah (n.)
36/5,2 (1)
Machine weight (with battery)
kg
20
Machine dimensions (L x h x w)
mm
555x1050x375
Working capacity
up to sq.m/h
900

Ask your dealer Fimap Service Packs:
no more unexpected costs!
Fimap can offer the ideal solution according to different budgets and needs,
choosing one of the three solutions: LIGHT Service Pack covering the ordinary
maintenance, SMART Service Pack for ordinary maintenance and the replacement
of wear materials, or FULL Service Pack which, besides the services of the first two
packs, includes also the replacement of consumables.

SERVICE

ERIALS

WEAR MAT

Choosing one of Fimap Service Packs you will benefit of:
- Peace of mind for your purchase regularly controlled by qualified technicians
- No more added costs to pay
- Performances guaranteed over time
- Longer product life

For further details please refer to general terms and conditions available at www.fimap.com inside “Fimap Service Pack” of “Services” section
WARRANTY
Ask your country dealer more information about warranty conditions
CERTIFICATIONS

CONSUMPTION CATEGORIES

Calculation
method
verified
by
TÜV Italia

Detergent
solution
consumption
(l/100 m2)

Energy
efficiency
(w/m2)

For any additional information or for a demo please contact your usual Fimap dealer

www.fimap.com
FIMAP spa - Via Invalidi del Lavoro, 1 - 37059 S. Maria di Zevio - Verona - Italy
Tel. +39 045 6060411 - Fax +39 045 6060417 - E-mail: fimap@fimap.com
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Scan the QR Code
with your Smart Phone
and visit our web-site

Fimap Spa reserves the right, at anytime, to make technical and/or equipment modifications without prior notification.
The images are shown as reference only and are not binding as to the actual design and/or equipment - Copyright © Fimap 2015 -COD. 302091 - AA - 05-2015

TECHNICAL DATA		
Squeegee width
mm
Working width
mm
Solution tank
l
Recovery tank
l
Disc brush Ø
(n.) mm
Brush motor
V/W
Brush rpm
rpm
Brush pressure
kg
Suction motor
V/W

